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HOW INFLATION
IS PRODUCED ...

GOODS AND
SERVICES

I.
That ••Vicious

Spirav~

.

NORMAL
PURCHASING
POWER

Normally there is no overflow because,
if water rises, industry
makes more
goods, so dam rises.

(By Baer)

"I can give you only this pledge--that
this Administration will do everything
humanly
possible to prevent
inflation. But in this fight the Administration
must have
the firm support and the clear understanding
of 130
million Americans behind it. If we have that support
and that understanding
I know that we shall not fail."

HENRY MORGENTHAL,JR.
Secretary

of the Treasury-
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GOODS AND
SERVICES

WARTIME
PURCHASING
POWER

• in wartime
water rises faster,
dam
shrinks as industry makes war materials.
Hence, excess torrent pours over, creat•
ing a pool of dollars which are used in
bidding up prices of limited available
goods.
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lifornia

Workers
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MANKIND-Unity
of
Whether we wish it or not, a pattern of unity has been woven into
the society of mankind. An American soldier wounded on a battlefield
of the Far East owes his life to the
Japanese
scientist, Kitasato, who
isolated the germ of tetanus. A Russian soldier saved by blood transfusion, is indebted to Landsteiner, an
Austrian.
A German soldier is
shielded from typhoid with the help
of a Russian, Metchnikoff. A Dutch
marine is protected from malaria in
the East Indies because of the experiments
of an Italian, Grassi;
while a British aviator in North
Africa escapes death from surgical
infection because a Frenchman, Pasteur, and a German, Koch, elaborated a new technique.-From
an Annual Report
of the Rockefeller
Foundation.
DISCIPLINE
Nazism, Fascism, Militarism, and
the growing elements of dictatorship
in the democracies-are
all endeavors to get some kind of order out
of chaos. Either we are going to
have enough people who discipline
themselves from within, or else we
are going to have discipline imposed
on us from without. Nothing left
loose ever does anything creative.
No horse gets anywhere until he is
harnessed. No Niagara ever turned
lights and power until it was tunneled. No life ever grows great
until it is focused, dedicated, disciplined. One of the widest gaps in
human experience is what we say
we want to be and our willingness to
discipline ourselves to get there. And
the cost in every realm is always
self discipline.-Dr.
Harry Emerson
Fosdick.
ANCESTRY-Vs.
Nationality
"They say Hitler is having nightn1ares now."
"How's that?"
"He keeps telling himself that the
commander of our European theater
of war is named Eisenhower; that
his air commander is named Spaatz;
and that the first soldier of our A.
E. F. to step ashore in Ireland was
called Henke."
'l'he
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A poem written by a long distance telephone operator
recently was used in AT&T advertising copy from coast
to coast.

Author

of "We Are the Unseen"

Eleanor Dayton Surry, operator

is Miss

in the Long Distance

office, Washington, D. C. She is a member of the Federation of Telephone Employees of the District of Columbia, an NFTW affiliate. It follows:
We are the unseen, ever watchful,

never sleeping,

Binding the atoms together.
Not ours the glory nor applause,
We wear no uniform
destiny,

and yet are part of our land's

Guarding her secrets well.
We are the unseen, loyal, true to an ideal,
One God, o-ne country, one fiag:
We want no praise, knowing, out there,

Men have shed their blood that we might live
With others soon to follow them.
Our reward shall be, one day, with the touch of
magic at our finger-tips
To send across the quivering wires
One far-flung

cry-"Ours

is the Victory!"
The Telephone Worker
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NFTW Unions in Wage Drive

WLB Sets Wage Formula

MEMBERS unions were active this month in pressing
their wage demands on the Bell System and independent companies. The telephone managements, on the
other hand continued to oppose wage advances and to
employ th~ stalling tactics which have featured their
recent reaction to union wage demands.
The rising temper of telephone labor reached the
breaking point in Ohio where a two-day strike-the
first telephone strike of any size for many years-was
staged by 2,100 Ohio Bell plant members of the Ohio
Federation of Telephone Workers.
NITW officers and regional directors were active in
rendering assistance and counsel in wage disputes where
requested, and in keeping in touch with and reporting
developments.
Hearings were held at Washington on July 27 and
29, 1942 before the War Labor Board on two cases involving NITW affiliates. One was the wage dispute of
the Maryland Federation of Telephone Workers and the
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Baltimore City and the other, the case of the Western Electric Employees Association, Kearny, New Jersey. President Griffith observed these proceedings for the NFTW.
The Southwestern
Telephone Workers Union has
turned dO\vn as inadequate a company offer of $2.00
per week for all craftsmen with eighteen or more
months of service and a general increase of $3.00 per
week to all craftsmen with less than eighteen months
of service. The management offer and union rejection
came at a bargaining conference held in the presence
of a panel of three United States Conciliators at Chicago, August 7, 8 and 9, 1942.
Union officials expect the case will be certified to
the National War Labor Board at an early date.
A wage dispute between the Lexington Federation
of Telephone Workers, an NFTW affiliate, and the Lex(Continued on page 4)

BIG question among labor leaders is whether or not
the rule laid down by the National War Labor Board
in deciding the Little Steel case will turn out to be a
virtual ceiling on all wages.
In the Little Steel ruling, the WLB turned down the
CIO United Steel Workers demand for a dollar-a-day
increase for 175,000 workers and granted instead a 5.5
hourly increase. The vote was 8 to 4, with labor members of the board dissenting.
Union leaders pointed out that the WLB ruling outlined a "stabilization procedure" which well might limit
all future increases in hourly wage rates to a maximum
of 15% over the Jan. 1, 1941 level. At that time,. the
Board said, wages and living costs were in a harmonious
relationship.
Referring to the ruling as a "wage stabilization yardstick," the WLB hinted that workers will only be
allowed to bring their wages 15% above the rates on
that date-or the equivalent of the increase in cost of
living from January 1, 1941, to May, 1942 when the
President delivered his anti-inflation message.
The wage stabilization formula should end "the tragic
race between wages and prices," WLB Chairman William H. Davis said in commenting on the Board's Little
Steel ruling.
The majority report of the Board said that a "wage
adjustment of $1 per day in cash would be dangerously
inflationary and must therefore be reduced."
To this line of reasoning, labor members of the Board
suggested that the 44 cents a day increase be paid in
cash, with the remaining 56 cents to be paid in U. S. War
Bonds.
This was turned down.
In their five-page dissent, the labor members of the
Board charged that the WLB majority had "substituted
rhetoric for analysis" in going all-out for the inflation
thesis, a thesis compounded of conjectures, and prophecies, fears and hysteria."
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ington Telephone Company remains unsettled.
One
conference has been held with a member of the United
States Conciliation Service present.
While these developments were occurring in the East,
Middle West, ~and South, the four Pacific Coast plant
unions took a firm stand, together, against company
stalling and began preparation for ultimate presentation
of their wage case against the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company to the War Labor Board.
A fifth West Coast union, the Association of Commercial Employees of Southern California NFTW recently served a 15-day notice on the management of
the Southern California Telephone Company stating
that the conciliation service will be the next step if
the company does not bargain in good faith on the
union's request for wage increases and wage guides
for its members.
Some Gains Won

Two partial victories were reported on the wage
front. The first came in the settlement of the Maryland Federation's wage controversy on August 11, 1942
by a directive agreement of the War Labor Board un-

{j/uo.

q.~

S~

A two-day strike of 2,100 Plant Members of the
Ohio Federation of Telephone Workers on August 5
and 6 signalized the growing anger of telephone labor
at the Bell System's consistent refusal to grant sorely
needed wage increases.
The strike called to force the Ohio Bell Telephone
Co. to grant wage increases in accordance with the
Little Steel formula, was lOOo/oeffective and received
solid support from all other telephone departments, as
well as local CIO and AFL unions.
Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins immediately certified the dispute to the National War Labor Board, but
the strikers voted to remain out until they were assured
that the board would act immediately on their case,
that any wage increase would be retroactive to July 12,
and that all employees participating in the strike would
be placed in the same employment status as they were
on August 5 without discrimination or loss of employment benefits whatsoever.
Following an all-night negotiating session August 6,
presided over by Commissioner Owen W. Schaefer of
the U. S. Conciliation Service, the National War Labor
Board acceded to the union's request and set August
17 as the date for a panel hearing on the dispute. The
company then capitulated and yielded on the retroactive pay increase demand, as well as on the continuous
service guarantee asked by the strikers.
Plant President I. R. Hudson said that those were the
main points for which the strike had been called. He
added:
"This represents a clear cut victory for the union."
In the last year's negotiations, Ohio Federation members were given the run-around in their demands for
wage increases. A $10.00 a week increase for all plant
members and a $5.00 weekly increase for all traffic members was asked. A contract for considerably less than the
4

der which general weekly wage increases of $2.00 to
$4.00 were granted.
The Plant members of the Illinois Union of Telephone
Workers, last week, won weekly raises ranging from
$2.00 to $6.00 for approximately 200 workers in a number of exchanges outside of Chicago. The United States
Conciliation Service previously had been called in on
this case which involved geographical wage differentials.
Argue Wage Progression System
Whether a wage increase under the progression system can be considered as credit in meeting the 15%
rise in the cost of living under the War Labor Board's
wage stabilization formula, became a major issue in
hearings on the Kearny wage dispute before the War
Labor Board.
Management, of course, argued that wage progression steps, upgradings, overtime, night work and incentive bonuses were to be counted in determining the
percentage of wage increases.
Labor representatives
stoutly opposed against this
view and insisted that wage progression steps and upgrades are adjustments and promotions and, therefore, •
(Continued on page 14)
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union's demands was finally signed after months of
negotiations but left a growing feeling of dissatisfaction.
In June, 1942, the union, in demanding a $5.00 weekly wage increase, offered management reliable data on
·wages outside the telephone industry and on the cost of
living which proved that an increase of this order was
necessary to maintain living standards. Ohio management stalled and refused increases with excuses that
ranged from "The government wants wages frozen" to
"The employees would be unpatriotic if they attempted
to unbalance normal trends by demanding an increase
or by threatening interruption of service."
Fed up by excuses and stalling, the plant council
notified the U. S. Conciliation Service that if action
wasn't forthcoming through the WLB cessation of work
might occur.
Two conciliators took part in conferences with the
union and management, but the company even refused
to recognize the WLB wage formula handed down
while negotiations were in progress.
After one day of striking, all three councils of the
Ohio Federation of Telephone Workers received telegrams certifying them individually to the War Labor
Board.
The Plant department's strike received full cooperation from the 1,500 traffic, commercial, accounting and
directory union members. Member organizations in
adjacent states also cooperated.
Telephone service in Ohio was at the mercy of the
Federation, but union leaders did nothing to hamper the
war effort or emergency calls. All locals of the Association of Communication Equipment Workers, Western
Electric Installation, and the National Association of
Western Electric Employees Sales Department supported the strike and aided in bringing about a speedy victory.
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To All NFTWUnionists-Greetings:
Time marches on. The Seventh Annual National Assembly is now history.
The normally dull
vacation period since then has been far from quiet.
Twelve member organizations
are now
involved in wage or other disputes
with their employers and their cases are in various stages
of conciliation
and mediation.
Of all these disputes
those involving
two organizations
have so far been heard by the War Labor Board at Washington-moreover
it was our privilege
to attend these hearings.
This may appear to be a formidable
group, but as a matter of fact, far too few of our
affiliates
are involved.
In the old days, after negotiating
with their employers, unions
This has been particularly
true
were forced to either go on strike
or accept the best offer.
of utility
workers, as they are naturally
reluctant
to cause inconvenience
to the customers of their employers.
Acceptance of inadequate
proposals
or striking
is no longer
necessary,
as orderly machinery has been provided whereby such cases may be appealed and
ultimately
reach the War Labor Board as a last resort.
Framers of the legislation
creating this machinery intended it for the use of all unions, not any particular
favored ones.
This being the case, all our unions should use it and to neglect to do so is foolish
indeed.
Although the President's
wage policy has not as yet been determined,
nevertheless,
it
has sufficiently
crystallized
to be clearly
evident that it is not an unpatriotic
act to
ask for just increases
in wages or other proper changes in working conditions
at this
time.
"The laborer
is worthy of his hire" during times of war as well as any other time.
The government has indicated
that it intends to adhere in general to the formula evolved
i~ the Little
Steel case which provides for 15% increase
in real wages from January 1,
1941, to May, 1942, plus the elimination
of inequalities
and substandards
of living.
In
the telephone
cases thus far heard the companies maintain
they have far exceeded this
figure.
To do so they include raises
received
on the progression
schedule.
Our unions
are justly
opposing this point of view and maintaining
that only general
increases
should
be counted as progression
raises
are in reality
promotional
in character
for increased
efficiency
and skill
gained through experience.
A definite
formula for the telephone
industry
may develop from the two cases now before the War Labor Board.
and combat
It is the duty of each and every member to spread the truth on this situation
the propaganda that demands for increases
are unfair,
if not unpatriotic,
or that it
is necessary
to actually
go on strike
to get consideration
at Washington.
If the contract
between your union and your employer is near its expiration
date I urge
you that what you consider
fair demands be made on the company and those demands carried
through to the highest
level.
The National
is aiding its member organizations
in every
way possible,
both at Washington and in the furnishing
of statistical
information,
as
well as coordinating
and unifying
the various demands of member groups where and if asked
to do so.
As we have told many groups on various occasions
when discussing
this subject,
it is
imperative
that delay be not allowed to defe~t us.
By the end of the year the situation
might change entirely-so
get going.
Sincerely
and fraternally
yours,

President
August, 1942
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industrialists who put profits ahead of
their country's war effort, Sidney Hillman, president of
the Amalgamated Clothing Workers and special labor
advisor to President Roosevelt, blamed selfish big business for the shortage of vital war materials impeding
the U. S. war machine.
Hillman, in his first public statement since he became
ill three months ago, said that if industry had showed as
much readiness to sacrifice as labor, the United States
would be turning out at least 30 percent more ships,
tanks, planes, guns and other materials of war.
The well known labor leader, whose associations with
the Administration and big business in union dealings
make him an authority on the subject, charged that
shortages of critical materials now threatening the
United Nation's war effort are due to the resistance of
selfish industrial interests that thought more of maintaining their post-war position than they did of their
country's defense.
Sounding a pessimistic note, Hillman said that however we may now try to repair the damage and build
new plants to produce materials, it is too late because
America is short on steel to construct the plants.
Organized labor, according to Mr. Hillman, went "allout" in the war effort, making a record of sacrifice that
deserves the highest praise.
"Labor has not only foregone the exercise of the right
to strike," he said, "but, far more important, it has
agreed to the removal of apprentice rules and other ob-

stacles to the training and preparation of people for war
production.
"This was most essential in insuring an adequate
labor supply for all-out manufacture of instruments of
war and it represented a tremendous sacrifice because
our unions realized that the training of millions of new
workers would create the possibility of a scramble for
jobs after the war."
"The real delays in production," Hillman said, "came
from shortages in materials and the failure to make full
utilization of our facilities and manpower.
"After all, if workers go out on strike for a week, you
have lost a week's production, but if you fail to build a
plant you are losing production every day of every
week in the year. You have a permanent strike."
"The attitude of industry contrasted with that of
labor," the labor chief pointed out. "If industry had
been as willing as labor to sacrifice some peacetime
considerations and think only of what was necessary to
prepare the nation for war, we would not have shortages now in steel, alu~inum, rubber and other things
we need."
While admitting that these shortages should have
been foreseen, Hillman blamed lack of cooperation from
industry for the present plight.
"We were blocked by the fear of industry that we
would have too much capacity after the war," Hilhnan
explained.

A ballot on affiliation with the National Federation
of Telephone Workers is being held among th~ 350
locals of the Southern Association of Bell Telephone
Workers.
Following the recent favorable ruling of the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals on Southern's long drawn out
NLRB case, the executive board of the NFTW gave its
approval of acceptance of the organization's application
for membership. In a letter to President Little of the
Southern Association, President Griffith extended the
NFTW's congratulations on the victory.
The General Assembly of SABTE recently held a
special session and recommended to its members that
the Southern group affiliate with the NFTW.
Southern's NLRB case involved a dispute with the
IBEW, which had charged that the union was company dominated. In the first hearing, the NLRB upheld
these charges. The case was appealed to the Federal
Court at New Orleans on May 4th, 1942. In its recent
decision, the Federal Court over ruled the NLRB findings.
Members of the union are in the states of Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina,
North Carolina, Tennessee and Kentucky.
In rendering his decision Circuit Judge Hutcheson

said in part:
"Examining the Board's concluding findings, and its
order . . . and of the record in the case, we think it
clear that its conclusion that petitioner dominated and
interfered with the administration of the Association and
interfered with, restrained and coerced its employees
in the exercise of their guaranteed right of self-organization and the choice of their bargaining representative,
is without support in the evidence."
"No case has been cited to us, we have found none,
where the record is so completely lacking in any evidence of anti-union activities, anti-union bias on the
part of the employer; none where it shows such scrupulous recognition, such earnest efforts to ascertain
and abide by the obligations imposed by the act, and
such complete avoidance of any act or word from which
domination or interference by the employer could be
inferred; none in which there was such complete absence of even an atmosphere of seated purpose or preference for one labor organization over the other, or
for any; none in which the evidence more positively
and beyond question showed that the employees had
freely and without any interference, coercion, restraint
or even persuasion, on the part of the employer, selected their bargaining representative.''
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Moran and Koons Appear
Before House Committee
C. V. Koons

e

John J. Moran, Eastern regional director of the
NFTW, appeared before the House Interstate Commerce
Committee July 25 to voice the National's protest to
the passage of the Telegraph Merger Bill.
Moran's statement outlined plans whereby NFTW
members would be protected if the merger is consummated.
Also attending the sessions for the National, was
Charles V. Koons, Washington Counsel.
The NFTW has consistently opposed the merger or
transfer of Bell facilities or employees to another company. In addition to affecting about 4,000 NFTW members now employed on telegraph work, the merger
would cramp the telegraph industry's war efforts, the
National charges.
FCC report reveal that the annual revenue of Western
Union is about $33,000,000 and there are 43,000 employees on the payrolls. Postal has about 15,000 workers,
according to the report.
Unearthed from the bin of proposed legislation, where
it had lain for months, tbe bill was "blitzed" through
the Senate on June 22 without debate and without a
record vote.
Decrying passage of the measure was the American
Communications Association, CIO, which characterized
the bill as a "war-be-damned,
union-busting bill to
permit merger of Western Union and Postal Telegraph."
Most of the Postal employees belong to the CIO union.
. Union leaders point out that passage of the bill would
pave the way for the consolidated company to discharge thousands of workers, and, at the same time,
drop an estimated $10,000,000 into the pockets of
security holders.
In its charges, the ACA quotes the customers' letter
of a Wall Street brokerage firm, Arthur Weisenberger
and Co., describing the proposed merger as "truly a
most alluring speculation," in which Western Union
stands to make $10,000,00 a year more net profits, plus
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J. J. Moran
saving $4,000,000 by junking Postal facilities and using
them for replacement and maintenance.
Excerpts from the Federation's statement given before the House Committee by Mr. Moran follow:
"We do not believe that S-2598 protects the employees
who continue to be employed by the Bell System after
merger in like manner as it does the employees who become employed by the new company. The labor protection provisions offer practically no protection to the
worker who continues to be employed by the Bell System after merger because of the limitation given to the
phrase "employees of any carrier which is a party to
af)y consolidation or merger" in paragraph "8" of subsection "g". This phrase is limited so as "not to include
employees who are employed in any business which any
such carrier continues to operate independently of the
consolidation or merger".· Therefore, we suggest to the
Committee the following amendments:
"For a period of five years after the date of approval
of any such consolidation or merger, any employee of
any carrier which is a party to such consolidation or
merger, 'or any employee engaged in domestic telegraph carrier operations who continues to be employed
by a carrier which operates a communication business
independent of the consolidation or merger,' and who
was such an employee on the date of approval of the
plan for such consolidation or merger, shall have a preferential hiring and employment status for any position
for which he is qualified by training and experience
over any person who has not theretofore been an employee of any such carrier."
"The National Federation of Telephone Workers is
still opposed to legislation which contemplates the inclusion in any merger of the land line telegraph system,
the teletypewriter
exchange (TWX) and leased wire
facilities of the Bell System. The reasons for our position are set forth in detail in the various briefs and
testimony heretofore presented to. the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce."
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THOUSANDS of members of the nation's great telephone and communications unions are now in the armed
forces giving the Army and Navy the benefit of their
skills and years of experience and helping to preserve
a way of life that made their unions possible.
Many unionists in the telephone, telegraph and radio
fields have joined the Army Signal Corps-the
organization whose prime job is "Get The Message Through." •
In this respect, the outlook of the Signal Corps man is PLUGGING FOR UNCLE SAM-Hundreds
of telephone
very much the same as that of the men ruid women
men and telegraph workers are noio putting their skills
employees of the commercial telephone companies, the and experience to their most crucial test in the service of
telegraph companies and the signaling establishments
Uncle Sam's Army Signal Corps. Many of the Army's out•
of the nation's railways. The difference is one of destan.di11g communications
experts have been drafted direct•
gree. Communications personnel of the nation's telely from installation and switchboard work with the nation's
phone, telegraph and railway systems must be ready to great telephone comp<mies. Army officials are quick to
come through in any such emergency as a flood, a fire praise the resourcefulness and imagination with which the
or a wreck. The Signal Corps of the Army, during time
former telephone u;orkers have been able to tackle the new
of war, is in a continuous state of emergency.
and intricate comniunications
problems posed by modern

Similar to Civilian Work
A large part of the Signal Corps' activity is quite comparable with that of civilian communications, and in
many cases similar equipment is used. As an example,
there is the War Department Signal Center in Washington. Here we have a communications center which combines the aspects of wire room of a great press association and the overseas room of an international radio
telegraph network.
In the War Department Signal Center a civilian communications worker would feel quite at home. He would
hear the familiar rhythmic clicking of teletype machines.
He would hear the familiar buzz of radio code. He would
hear the familiar staccato of typewriters,
manually
operated to convert code from the syphon recorder to
the copy page. And he would be impressed, perhaps,
by the speed of the radiotype machines, which are
largely displacing the manual sending and receiving of
radio telegraph signals.
In headquarters
of the ever-increasing
number of
divisions in the Army of the United States, both within
the continental limits of this nation and in theatres of
operations over seas, the Signal Corps maintains and
operates similar Signal Centers. Signal Corps soldiers
are responsible, too, for communications from the division down to the regiment, and, laterally, among the
regiments of a division.
In smaller units communications are operated by the
personnel of the combat arm involved, but the Signal
Corps has a share in making those communications possible through its function as a part of the Services of
Supply. It is the Signal Corps' mission in its continental
8

warfare methods. In the picture above two telephone operators at Fort McPherson, Ga., work a switchboard installetl
in a truck.
U. S. Army Signal Corp1 photo.

establishments to specify and procure the radio, telegraph, telephone and other signaling equipment used
by the ground and air forces. At the front it is the
mission of advance Signal Corps maintenance echelons
to keep the equipment in good working order under any
conditions of tactical usage.
Teletypes Used

In general, the teletype machine, which has emerged
as a rugged, reliable instrument from its extensive use
in the commercial communications of the United States,
is applied by the Signal Corps for Army communications as far forward as possible. This is done for the
same reasons that have caused it so largely to displace
continental Morse code in the functioning of civilian
communications in the United States. The advantages
are speed and accuracy, and the fact that manifold
copies are produced at the receiving end without the
necessity for the attendance of an operator. In the radio
field, similar advantages are being obtained by means
of a high-speed radiotype.
But this should not be construed by any means that
code sending is lacking in importance. It is true that
continental Morse sounders have been displaced by the
teletype. But international Morse code, with its dots
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and dashes produced by oscillators or buzzers, is needed
to such an extent that any radio amateur with the
ability to send and receive it, as evidenced by a license,
is a welcome recruit in the Signal Corps.
Buzzer code can be sent through lines which are too
long or too poorly insulated to carry teletype signals,
and through which attempted voice communication
• would be unintelli~ble.
And for the operation of field
radios, continuous wave code transmission is of the
utmost importance. Large numbers of men are being
trained as expert radio operators at the Signal Corps
Replacement Centers, both in Fort Monmouth, N. J. and
Camp Crowder, Mo.

Telephone Men Needed
Many of the tasks involved in Signal Corps duty will
be familiar to personnel of communications companies.
The Signal Corps needs men to lay wires along the
roads on which the Army's motorized convoys advance.
It needs men to connect those wires at divisional Signal
Centers and at advance command posts. It needs men to
install telephone switchboards at advance communications posts, and to operate and maintain those switchboards.
But even in this realm of wire communication, there
are marked differences between conditions of commerce
and those of war. Instead of plugging in the power
connection to a convenient source of A. C. or D. C. current, the Signal Corps man may find himself hooking
up a generator to a gasoline engine-or
turning the
generator crank by his own elbow power. Instead of
placing sheathed wire in prepared ducts, or stringing
special wire on prefabricated poles with factory-made
insulators, he may find himself making a field wire tie
to the branch of a tree or improvising a rig for carrying
the wire across a stream.
In the field of radio, which is of greatly expanded importance in this conflict, the communications man will
find a number of surprises in the Signal Corps. He will
run into portable transceivers of a compactness and
efficiency for which there is no exact counterpart in
civilian He.

Corps today. Radio operators and servicemen may enlist
directly into the Corps and qualify for technicians'
ratings. Graduate electrical engineers can qualify for
commissions. In addition, thousands of skilled men are
needed for civilian positions in the maintenance shops
and depots operated in different parts of the country
by the Signal Corps.
The Chief Signal Officer appreciates the co-operation
of the communications manufacturing workers in accelerating the production of equipment which is vitally
needed to coordinate the Army's operations by the
prompt dispatch of information. And the Chief Signal
Officer is also appreciative of the high calibre of communications operating personnel who, as a result of
their commercial training, have developed into valuable
officers, enlisted men and employees of the Army Signal
Corps.

THE "WALKIE-TALKIE"
GOES TO WAR-One
of the
outstanding
conimunication
developments
of recent years
is the portable radio receiver and transmitter which men in
the Army, Signal Corps have dubbed the "wal•kie-talkie."
This compact, delicately adjusted field set has bee11 used by
forest rangers to report fires and by Canadian mounted
police toith great success. Now it is performing
invaluable
service 1oith Signal Corps r,nits llllached to various sections
of the Army.
The "toalkie-talkie"
permits
lightning-fast
communications
bettoeen the fast mechani.zed forces, advance scouts ,md field headqr,arters,
U. S. Army Signal Corp, photo.

Aircraft Warning

t

And if the communications man should qualify in the
Signal Corps Aircraft Warning Service by virtue of an
advanced knowledge of electronics, he will enter an
entirely new realm of applied technology. There is
little that may be said about the new science of aircraft
detection without violating the restrictions of military
secrecy. But the statement can be made that in this field
the armed forces of the United States are making use
of developments that will have a revolutionizing effect
upon the applied electronics of the post-war communications industry.
Those who are fortunate enough to be chosen for this
work may be assured that they are not only performing
a vital service to their country, but also that they will
be entering a field of boundless opportunity for future
commercial development when the secret inventions
of this war are released for the prosperity and progress
of a peacetime nation.
The Signal Corps has witnessed splendid performance
both in the last war and in the present one by men
drawn from the commercial communications companies.
There are many positions for such men in the Signal
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Maj. Gen. Dawson Olmstead,
chief signal officer of the Army.
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N meeting the communication requirements
of the
Army and thus furnishing indispensable aid in bringing
victory for the United States and its Allies, the civilian
telephone worker must necessarily have a close and important relationship to the Signal Corps. In many cases,
the installation, maintenance, or operation of facilities,

N

FTW affiliates in three Western Electric Company
branches are among the one thousand American industrial groups with labor-management
committees
conducting war production drives, the War Production
Board recently announced.
The trio of unions with labor-management
committees are: Western Electric Independent Labor Association, Cicero, ill., Charles Flax, president;
and
Point Breeze Employees Association, Baltimore, Md.,
0. G. Russell, president, and Western Electric Employees Association, Kearny area, Kearny, N. J., George
Duval, president.
Leading the communications manufacturing field with
the largest number of labor management groups are
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. with 25 committees
and General Electric with 10.
An overwhelming majority of war workers in plants
with labor-management
committees are members of
trade unions, an official government survey disclosed
recently.
Seventy-two per cent of the workers in war industries having joint committees are affiliated either
with the CIO, the AFL or independent unions, according to the War Production Drive Headquarters.
Clearly underlined in the survey is the evidence of
organized labor's tremendous contribution to the setting-up of labor-management
committees in nearly

or some portion thereof, which serve the armed forces,
becomes the duty and responsibility of the civilian telephone worker as a part of his daily task. His devotion
to that task, and his unfailing diligence in making certain that he performs it to the utmost of his ability are
essential to the war effort.
A large part of the present personnel of the Signal
Corps are former telephone workers, and they know •
well from their own experience that the great volume of
orders placed daily with commercial communications
companies constitutes a heavy load which must be carried by the civilian worker. Many of these orders are
placed verbally for immediate action, to be confirmed
later in writing; and due to the military nature of the
requirements, it is not permissible in many cases that
the civilian telephone worker be told why they must
be completed with such speed or what their use is to
be. The Signal Corps personnel who have had a hand
in originating each order, however, have made a careful and painstaking effort to insure that the facilities
ordered are those most suited to provide the particular
service required; and the expeditious fulfillment of each
order is essential even though it may involve work of
an unusual nature and outside normal working hours.
The Chief Signal Officer, Major General Dawson
Olmstead, is well aware of the part now being played
by the telephone worker in our united war effort and
has voiced his appreciation on numerous occasions. It
is his expressed desire that the wholehearted cooperation of each telephone worker in aiding the Signal Corps
to perform its task in an outstanding manner be continued until final victory is won.

1000 plants turning out an increasing stream of planes,
tanks, guns, ships, and other war materials.
The CIO, it was found, has the larger proportion of
war workers in New England, Middle Atlantic and
Great Lakes states, while the AFL has the greater proportion in North, North Central and Southwestern
states.
A total of 999 plants are now participating in the production drive. Here is the picture revealed by a survey
of 922 of these plants:

Affiliation

No. of Plants

No. of Workers

CIO
AFL
Independent
Varied Affiliations
Unknown
TOTALS

310
132
67
43
370
·922

789,886
247,952
216,692
220,154
576,914
2,051,598

War Production Drive Headquarters called attention
to the 200,154 men in 43 plants who have divided affiliation. In these plants members of CIO and AFL unions
or members of those organizations and independent
unions are sitting down at conference tables with management representatives to plan greater production.
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By FRANCES SMITH
In total war there are no noncombatants. The humble typewriter
is considered an engine of war.
Without it, the work of the War Department would become so tangled
that the whole war machine we are
striving so earnestly to create, would
bog down. The typist is contributing
her part to the defense program.
Clerks, secretaries, operators, the
women in the munitions plant, in the
hospital, on the farm, in the factory
-all are doing their part and adding
their bit to total defense. An auxiliary branch of female workers has
been created as a separate corp of
the regular army, to relieve men
for more strenuous and active duty.
So many women are needed at
Washington, D. C., that it is commonly called, "Girls Town."
The communication industries are
a vital part of national defense because communications are needed
for instantaneous
transmission
of
orders and intelligence from one
point of our far-flung battle fronts
to another. The men and women
who daily toil to maintain telephone
facilities are admittedly
defense
·workers-a
trained, mobile force of
skilled workers, ready where and
when needed.

women will be recruited
for war work.

this year

We cannot win the war with women alone, but without women we
can never win it. In every national
crisis our women have been resolute
and resourceful.
Molly Pitcher,
Clara Barton, Betsy Ross, the frontier woman, the woman who quietly
and unflinchingly, in every generation, assumed a share in the defense
of her home and her community,
and hundreds of thousands of women, have played their courageous
and anonymous part in every war
we have waged-and won.
Disaster is no stranger to telephone workers. The message must
go through is a maxim in peace or
war. National President Paul Griffith has assured the Defense Communications Board that telephone
workers are willing and able to do
their part in maintaining peak efficiency in the telephone systems in
order that the United States may
function as a fortress, base, and arsenal of democracy.

•

English Women Replacing
Men in Telephone Work

In England, women are being
The withdrawal of manpower from
trained for telephone installation
industry to armed forces will necessitate many readjustments.
The ef- and repair work. So many skilled
communications men are needed in
fects of the draft will cause many
the armed forces that women have
changes in employment methods.
practically taken over the telephone
Women will be asked to assume
industry, according to report remany new duties.
It is expected that nearly 3,000,000 ceived here.
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WAVES to Specialize
in Communications
Shortly after President Roosevelt
affixed his signature to a bill to create a women's reserve to the Navy
Reserve, officials announced that the
chief work of the new body will be
in the communications field.
The Navy Department suggested
that the feminine reserves be referred to as the Waves, initials for
"Women appointed for volunteer
emergency service."
Members of the Waves, designed
to free 1,000 officers and 10,000 enlisted men for ship duty, are limited
to shore duty within the continental limits of the United States.
The Waves, it was understood, will
begin recruiting officer candidates
at an early date. Two prime requisites for acceptance are a college
education and that the applicant be
past 20 years of age. They will receive the same rank and pay as men
in the Navy, although the top rank
is that of Lieutenant Commander.

13,000,000

•

Women

Approximately 13,000,000 women,
representing more than one-fourth
of total employment, are working
in this country, according to a recent report by Miss Mary Anderson,
director of the Women's Bureau, U.
S. Department of Labor.
"Two million more employed
women will be needed by the end
of 1942, and at least 5,000,000 more
women than are employed now will
be needed by the end of 1943," Miss
Anderson said, explaining that such
needs include war work, consumer
goods production, farm, and all other
industries.

ll
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MARYLAND
Hi ya Friends, far and near. Now
that the smoke of battle of the Seventh Assembly of the NFTW is over
and all is quiet on the Western
Front, reckon its 'bout time to get
off my chest a few items that've
been itching for quite a spell.
First, that wage demand I told you
readers about in the May Telephone
Worker which was, at that time
nothing more than a demand for the
Maryland Accounting
Employees,
has turned out all right. Management gave in too easily, and my fear
now is that we didn't go after
enough. But anyway our Accounting Membership is happy so that's
what counts. We actually secured an
increase in tops of $2.00, i.e., the five
groups were given $2.00 top increases, with 312 employees receiving $2.00 increases as of July 6. Also
we were able to reduce the years to
12 in which an employee can arrive
at maximum salary. That's quite a
feat, and we hope to improve this
twelve to ten the next time we go to
bat.
Last week we sent a special delivery, registered 'Demand' for a
flat lOo/o increase for all Commercial
Department Employees below the
supervisory level, to be effective as
of July 6, 1942. Wish us luck, boys
and girls. Things don't look too
bright at this end of the line, judging
from the difficulty Maryland Plant
ran into, and since we're going to
battle with the one and same Management that Plant did, your guess
is as good as ours. However, you
may rest assured that we'll not let
Plant down by acceptance of any
sop Management might offer. We believer our demand was a just one,
therefore we're
going to stick by
our guns. Being Irish I enjoy a
good fight occasionally.
Folks you may be interested to
hear a little about a week the writ-
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er spent in Washington during June.
The purpose was to learn something
about Women in Industry.
The
course was held at the School of Social Service of the Catholic University of America, and was entitled
"The Institute on Industry." Teachers were professors from the C.U.,
Notre Dame or Maryland College,
and various others, such as Miss
Mary Anderson, head of the Women's Bureau, Wash., D. C., her able
assistant, Miss Elizabeth Chrisman,
who was borrowed by Uncle Sam
from the Trades Union, Msgr. Haas,
an authority on Labor, who is frequently used at arbiter by the Government. Others too numerous to
mention also attended.
The course consisted of lectures
and open discussions, and a wide
range of subjects relevant to labor
was covered. The school, conducted
once a year, is for women only. It
is under the auspices of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference. The
$25.00 fee covers room, board and
tuition. The class is limited to fifty.
There happened to be present another telephone
employee from
Cleveland, Ohio, who is Secretary
of the Traffic Asso. at that locality.
Miss Gahan will bear me out, I believe, that the course was worth
while, and for additional information, write to Miss Linna Bresette,
1314 Massachusetts Av., Northwest,
Washington, D. C. and she will gladly advise you of what you'd like to
know. Before concluding about the
Institute on Industry I must tell you
that 'us' girls had a grand and glorious time between sessions, mostly
at night until the wee sma' hours.
You know, jam sessions. But all
work and no play makes Jill a dull
girl.
Folks, kinda suspect it's time to
say au revoir for this once, otherwise the Editor's blue pencil will be
worked overtime, so goo' -bye.
-Helen

M. Smith.

MICHIGAN
Federation of Telephone Employees
of Michlgan
On Wednesday, July 29, the Management of the Michigan Bell Company expressed an unwillingness to
negotiate wages in Michigan until
the General Motors or Ford case are
settled with the War Labor Board.
Both of these cases are purely and
simply a Michigan affair and may or
may not develop a new application
of the WLB formula as applied in
the "Little Steel" dispute.
To demonstrate the honesty of
their intentions and to remove the
charge of "stalling" from the picture,
the Management has agreed to extend the retroactive treatment for
thirty days, or until October 1.
This means that if we come to an
agreement prior to September 1, the
nine weeks of retroactive treatment
agreed to on June 4 will apply.
If an agreement is reached during
the month of September and before
October 1 the treatment will be fully
retroactive to the first payroll week
of July, 1942.
This latter agreement may involve
retroactive treatment of from nine
to thirteen weeks.
Under these circumstances
the
Executive Board of the ITEM consented to await the outcome of the
General Motors or Ford case.

NORTHWEST
One of the first joint labor-management committees in the telephone
business was recently established in
the five Northwest states covered
by the Northwestern Union of Telephone Workers.
R. B. Schjoll of Minneapolis, Minnesota, acting as labor coordinator,
worked out the fundamentals of the
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new group in conjunction with management people.
Each of the five states, of Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska and North and
South Dakota will have a committee composed of three employees and
three management people. The employees will be cho;Em from union
ranks from the four departmentsTraffic, Plant and Engineering, and
Accounting-Commercial.
The committees will be coordinated through
labor and Management representatives.
A joint statement concerning the
formation of the various groups, setting forth their aims and objectives
follows:
TO ALL EMPLOYEES:
Men and women of the telephone
organization in common with other
Americans eagerly seek out and accept opportunity to personally volunteer to do what they can to aid in
the common cause of winning the
war. So far contributions to the war
effort in organized fashion by telephone people have been related to
functions vital and necessary but
not directly associated with the immediate responsibility of supplying,
under war-time conditions, a communications service vital to a nation
at war.
Both the Union and Management
have recognized this desire on the
part of telephone men and women
and believe there are many opportunities for voluntary contributions
to the all-out war effort through the
furnishing of the best possible telephone service under war conditions
and, further, that this can best be
brought about by joint effort on the
part of the Union and Management.
Accordingly, steps were taken several weeks ago to jointly develop a
plan for the purpose of bringing
about greater efficiency through cooperation. Fundamentally the plan
is to provide a means whereby if
anyone has a suggestion as to how
we can do our job better and
smoother, with less to work with and
more to work for, that suggestion is
to be passed along to where it will
do the most good-the
most good
for our Country and for free men
and women everywhere.
As announced in the July 1942 issue of the Pact News, Mr. R. B.
Schjoll was appointed Labor-Management Coordinator for the Union.
Mr. M. J. Cronland, Assistant Personal Director was assigned by the
Company to work with Mr. Schjoll
in developing the plan. Over-all details have now been completed and
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joint Management-Union
special
committees, separate and apart from
the regular bargaining organization,
have been established in each Area
and both Management and the Union
are taking steps to establish an understanding of the objectives and
operation of the plan throughout
their respective organizations.
It is our hope that every telephone man and woman will take a
personal interest in contributing to
this over-all objective.
A. A. LOWMAN
President, N. W. Bell
Telephone Company
E. J. BAUMHOFER
President, N. W. Union
of Telephone Workers
The State Chairman of these committees are: F. W. Geer, Omaha,
Nebraska; R.R. Barrett, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota; R. B. Schjoll, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and R. A. Fogarty, Des Moines, Iowa. The complete membership of these committees is not available at this time.
Besides the joint action of the
union and management
on War
Bonds, Blood Donors, Transportation, Scrap Collecting and other
functions in connection with war
effort, it is hoped through the establishment
of these committees
that suggestions will come from all
people in the business, on ideas
which may permit joint efforts in
improving telephone service.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Two NFTW affiliates in Southern
California are cooperating with AFL
and CIO unions there in formulating
a unity for victory council of telephone, telegraph, and radio workers
in the area. The two groups are the
Federation
of Women Telephone
Workers of Southern California and
the United Brotherhood of Telephone Workers.
Members of the Order of Repeatermen and Toll Testboardmen, an
unaffiliated Pacific organization of
Bell toll workers, also are participating in the program.
The UBTW was represented at the
first meeting of the proposed organization by Donald Buckley, president, and P. A. Yerian, vice-president. Miss Pansy Harris represented
the FWTW of SC.
Temporary officers of the council
include R. W. Goode of the Commercial Telegraphers Union, AFL,
president, and P. A. Yerian, vicepresident of the UBTW, secretary.

The council approved as its purpose the following: (1) To mobilize
all telephone, telegraph, and radio
labor organizations for the effective
prosecution of the war; (2) to unite
labor and management in the telephone, telegraph, and radio industry to obtain maximum efficiency of
service; (3) cooperate with the Los
Angeles labor unity for victory committee on all matters of mutual
interest.
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Donald Buckley, president of the
United Brotherhood of Telephone
Workers of Southern California, recently was guest on the "Meet Another American" program broadcast
over radio station KFWB, Hollywood.
Mr. Buckley told the radio audience of the part telephone union
people are playing in the war effort.
Said Buckley: The present conflict
can be compared to a play. For the
finale of this world wide performance, a huge stage has been set which
embraces the entire globe and on
which both we and our enemies
must gamble, not necessarily before
a visible audience, but rather before
one which will be much more critical of our actions-the next and succeeding generations. For the American part of this play, we must all be
proudly prejudiced to a point of
fervid attention to our individual
roles as contributors to its success.
Lack of this fervor places us close to
~he ranks of traitors and imposes
added burdens
on shoulders
of
worthy countrymen. A month from
now, a year from now, as the progress of our union becomes recorded
history, we may have the satisfaction
and pleasure of showing the world
that our first and uppermost interest
has been our American Nation, and
our combined interests a UNITED
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. I agree
with the article on that score, Mr.
Crail, and I am sure that others in
the ranks of labor will also agree.
Two hundred labor union leaders
met right here in Los Angeles not
long ago and pledged complete support of all government plans for
prosecution of the war; all out production with no stoppages for any
reason; financial backing by War
Bond purchases and many other
patriotic efforts. With that kind of
spirit we can't help winning and
winning for the rights of all.
In accordance with the ideas of
Donald Nelson, telephone unions
throughout the Nation are holding
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joint meetings with managements to
attempt to formulate functioning
labor - management
committees.
These committees are to serve as
means of exchanging ideas on production speed-up and perfection of
service, between the workers themselves and the company. The Bell
System has always encouraged a
policy of employee submitted suggestions and many improvements in
operation and service have been effected by this means. The Nelsonproposed Labor Management committees will serve to strengthen and
enlarge this policy in line with the
War Effort.

MOUNTAIN STATES
Organizational
work has been
progressing splendidly in our territory. The Accounting Department
of Arizona has made application for
a charter with a membership of
100%. Mr. John F. Fishburn, newly
elected president of the Accounting
Local, is an able and conscientious
worker. In fact, we must take our
hats off to the Accounting folks for
their good work.
Word has just been received that
the Traffic Department
of Boise,
Idaho, is now ready to sign. Good
work, President Kaper, soon we will
have all the Departments.
Colorado seems to be gaining momentum. New members are coming
in all the time. Also many traffic
people have joined with our locals.
Much credit is due to Pres. Maize,
Mr. E. R. Schutt and Mr. B. F.
Staley.
President Cummings of Utah advises that they are progressing nicely and many localities are ready to
sign.
Our Traffic president of El Paso,
Miss Lee (alternate to the National)
is doing a splendid job in furthering
organizing the Traffic in New Mexico and the Commercial in El Paso.
From Wyoming comes the news
that 57 Traffic employees have
signed up with all indications of a
51% membership.
A special meeting of the Executive
Board has been called to meet with
Management on August 11 for wage
negotiations. We hesitate to predict
the outcome, but believe everything
points favorable to an adjustment.
Better news after the meeting, we
hope. We are prepared with lots of
information, whys and wherefores.
Due to promotions, we have lost
several officers and good members
14

Meanwhile the Union, in accordrecently. Mr. J. W. Brackett, our
Division President of New Mexicoance with a 30-day clause in its
contract, has notified the company
El Paso, has been promoted to Wire
Chief at Ft. Bliss. However, we are
that a strike appears imminent at
very fortunate to have elected as the expiration of the waiting period
if management does not bargain in
his successor, Mr. J. C. Nusbaum.
(President in 1940).
good faith.
We are proud to· welcome Jim on
Adding to other difficulties is the
fact that the company at present is
our Executive Board. L. L. Andersen, President of Tucson Local 102, not getting sufficient war work for
the Sales department. Union leaders
has been promoted and Mr. Frank
Helfinstine elected in his place. We fear that a transfer of members,
short terming or a lay-off may rewelcome Frank in the Arizona Divisult. The union is preparing to take
sion Council. Again we are proud
that our Federation trained officers drastic action to protect its members.
are good managerial material.
The Sales department will partiHospitalization plan is now in effect in some of our territory and I cipate in the NCCEW conference
August 10 to 17 on 13 national subam informed that two more states
are about ready to start their plan jects.
rolling. This has been a much needed plan, and we feel sure our members will be justly compensated.
Our General Secretary-Treasurer
has been on a fishing trip to Colorado
PROGRESSIO~S ARGUED
the past two weeks. He was lucky
(Continued from page 4)
to be away from the Phoenix heat,
but it may be advantageous for some should not be counted in determinof us to leave rather than to hear
ing the percentage of wage increase.
the crying stories of the big ones
The two labor members of the War
that got away. Maybe Mac can exLabor Board, Kennedy and Watt,
plain how he killed so many with a appeared openly skeptical of the
shovel.
weight of wage progressions as credit
in meeting cost of living rises and
seemed inclined to favor the union's
WESTERN ELECTRIC
position.
The view taken by the War Labor
The Telephone Sales Department
Board toward Bell System progresof the National Association of Westsion increases in the Kearny case is
ern Electric Employees is awaiting
expected to become a factor in other
certification of its dispute to the telephone wage disputes decided by
National War Labor Board.
the Board.
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LONG LINES
The Long Lines Federation's Negotiating Committee met in New
York August 3 to discuss wage inA creases for all Federation members.
~The
National Council decided to call
the Committee in instead of holding
a special National Council meeting,
because telephone workers are needed on the job.

Probable Plan
The request for more money was
based on the decision recently rendered by the War Labor Board in
the "Little Steel" case. Here the
WLB established a policy whereby
the January 1941 wage level is used
as a base, and wage increases above
that level commensurate with living
costs are considered equitable.
At the time this decision was made,
a 15 percent increase was considered
fair. However, if prices continue to
rise, in spite of the OP A's efforts to
maintain ceilings, the indications are
that this percentage will rise accordingly.
If this formula is applied to the
Long Lines Telephone Workers, a
general rise in wages is due. Since

it is Bell System policy not to grant
general wage increases, the negotiators will have a tough battle even
though they have the facts and figures on their side.

Effect on Wage Scales
Recent hearings in the UnionWestern Electric Company wage
case, now being heard before the
WLB, and also in the UTO-New
York Telephone
Company wage
case, indicate that wage scales,
progressions, guides and merit increases are not considered cost of
living increases. They are compensation for increased efficiency. Increases in the tops of such plans,
however, may be considered. For
instance, if the wage scale starts at
$15 and over a period of years reaches $30, the increases in the schedule
may not be counted. If the $30 "top"
is increased to $32, the $2 increase
may be deducted from $4.50 (15 percent of S30), leaving an increase of
$2.50 needed to meet increased living
costs.
The companies admit the fact that
the various
scheduled
increases
should not be counted, but insist
that a ceiling of $40 be established.
No employee earning more than
$40 per week would be eligible un-
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der the 15 percent rule, according to
the companies' plans. The "Little
Steel" decision does not support the
companies' contention.
Differential Question
Some Federation representatives
have questioned the advisability of
reopening negotiations on wages until the question of lower territorial
differentials is disposed of. It will
be recalled that the question of higher wages was not settled with the
signing of the agreement. At that
time the issue was so sharp that
only a six-months' peace was signed
in the interests of national unity. In
the interim the wage adjustment and
wage differential boards were scheduled to report. The wage adjustment board reported, but the wage
differential board has met with delay after delay. Federation members
charge the Company with stalling.
At best, all this board can do is make
a recommendation. If we accept it,
probably the Company will not. If
the Company accepts it, probably
we won't like it. At any rate, the
issue will not be settled without
recourse to further action.
If the whole question of wagescost of living increases and territorial differentials---<:ould be decided
by the WLB, the Company and the
Federation would be obligated to
accept the decision. Would it not
be better to try to get a decision
from the WLB on both questions
rather than to lose the wage case by
default and to rely upon the comparative weakness of the Federation
to enforce any recommendation the
wage differential board might make?
Take supposition that the Federation
will have to go to the WLB is based
upon the experience of other telephone unions in like cases.
Whatever course is taken, the
Federation's wage case is a sound
one, based upon the policy of the
WLB established
in the "Little
Steel" case.
No Dues for War Workers
Many members of the Federation
of Long Lines Telephone Workers
are being transferred
to places
where they can best serve the war
effort. This is true for both plant
and traffic. Because the union has
the checkoff, dues are not deducted
during the transferred period. The
Long Lines Federation does not wish
to add to the many inconveniences
experienced by Federation members who volunteer for this hard
work away from home, so it has
waived payment of dues during the
periods of such work.
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RED CROSS SEEKS
70,000 WAR NURSES

Washington, D. C.-Enrollment
of
3,000 nurses a month for Army and
Navy duty is the job of the Red
Cross Nursing Service, official recruiting channel for war nurses.
To meet this quota, a drive to
reach 70,000 nurses eligible for enrollment in the Red Cross First Reserve of nurses is in progress. All
eligible nurses working in civilian
hospitals or in private service will be
urged to register for war service.
Student nurses nearing completion
of their courses will be enrolled in
the student reserve, to enter the
Army or Navy Nurse Corps immediately after graduation.
Nursing training will be urged upon young girls now entering college
or graduatiing
from college, in
preparation for war service at the
end of their three-year training. To
meet the need for nursing care on
the home front, the Red Cross will
expand its program of nurse's aide
training and training of housewives
in Red Cross Home Nursing.
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PLEDGE 20,000
BLOOD DONATIONS AS
"GRAND SLAM AGAINST
HITLER"
New York City-Twenty
Thousand pints of blood to the Red Cross
for United States armed forces is a
plank in the "Twenty Grand" program of Local 65, United Retail,
Wholesale and Department
Store
Employees (CIO).
The union's victory campaign embodying
"Twenty
Grand
Slams
Against Hitler" combines the various goals of 20,000 members in 1942;
$20,000 to each of the war relief
agencies; purchase of 20,000 war
bonds of $25; and 20,000 packages of
cigarettes for the Army, in addition
to the Red Cross blood donations.
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TRAILER USED FOR
DONOR REGISTRATION
Milwaukee, Wis.-Louis
Gronek.
president of the Bucyrus-Erie local
is out for blood and is getting it.
Mr. Gronek owns a trailer which
he parks outside the plant and turns
into an office to which his local
members can come to make pledges
for blood donations. To date he has
obtained over 200 pledges from prospective blood donors to the Red
Cross.

•

WAAC'S SEEK OPERATORS
A drive to recruit
telephone
switchboard operators and supervisors as auxiliaries for the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps has been
launched by all Army recruiting stations, the War Department
announced recently.
Applicants for
the posts must be United States
citizens, 21 to 45 years old, and have
occupational training.

•

BRITAIN HONORS WORKERS
To stimulate production in Britain's key war industries, the Minister
of Supply recently adopted the plan
of naming a "Worker of the Week."
First to be so honored was Mrs.
Edith Foster, 26-year-old wife of an
Army sergeant and a group leader
in a South Wales Royal Ordnance
factory which had the highest production record for certain types of
artillery.
In a radio broadcast interview,
Mrs. Foster said: "After the blitz I
felt I wanted to make guns. I left
my baby with relatives and took a
six weeks' engineering course at a
technical school.

LABOR BUREAU SET UP
BY NEW YORK CHAPTER
New York, N. Y.-A
clearing
house for Red Cross activities by all
unions in the city has been established here with the creation of a
Labor Bureau of the New York Red
Cross Chapter.
The Joint Labor
Committee, set up during the War
Fund campaign, will act in an executive capacity to the new bureau.
"Labor Works for Victory with the
Red Cross" is the title of a new
pamphlet
issued for New York
unions by the bureau. Embodying a
program of activities for organized
labor, the pamphlet lists all Red
Cross services with information on
how the unions may participate.
Union representatives will be appointed liaison officers between the
chapter and local unions. The chapter will provide a short training
course for these representatives.

•

WOMEN WORKERS PRAISED
Praise for the work being carried
on by union women in various fields
of endeavor was expressed recently by Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt at a
weekend conference of representatives of CIO, AFL and independent
auxiliaries in New York.
"Trade union women," said Mrs.
Roosevelt, "possess a greater responsibility than any other women to
educate the public because they are
part of a closely knit group with
organizational experience.
She urged women labor leaders to
use their organizations to inform
citizens why everyone must voluntarily take personal responsibility
•
to help in the nation's war efforts.
•
The women at the conference requested the OP A to employ women
on the War Price and Rationing
Boards and as volunteer price wardens.

The Telephone Worker

